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THE PRODUCTION OPTIMIZERTM

Suitable for ALL production rig makes and models, Minnovare’s Production Optimizer™ system 
combines advanced rig alignment hardware with innovative drill-data capture software:   
Substantially improving drill & blast efficiency, productivity and profitability in underground mines. 

Smart CollarTM

Reposition. Recalculate. 
Hit the target! 
Smart Collar 
recalculates new collar 
positions in real-time 
should the marked 
collar be obstructed 
(due to rockbolts and/or 
confined spaces).  

Minnovare CORETM

Minnovare’s new Client 
Online Reporting Engine 
(CORE) features digital 
drill plans and plods 
that sync seamlessly 
with your existing 
mine-planning software 
to deliver unmatched 
data capture and 
visualization. 

The Opti-BoxTM

Auto-calculates 
the optimum boom 
‘dip’ & ‘dump’ angle, 
independent of the rig’s 
on-board systems - 
reducing deviation at 
the collar, leading to a 
significant increase in 
holes drilled  to within 
tolerance at the toe.

Reduce Deviation. 
Reduce Dilution.
Increase Recovery. 
Thanks to superior 
accuracy at the collar 
and a host of unique 
features, the Production 
Optimizer system 
revolutionizes the 
efficiency of drill & blast 
operations.

Reduce dilution

Increase drilled meters

Reduce blast-hole deviation

Real-time digital drill plans and 
plods with Minnovare CORETM

TM

CORE
MINNOVARE

“The drilling data that 
drives decisions.”

Increase ore recovery

Reduce over-break/under-break 
and secondary drill and blast



THE PRODUCTION OPTIMIZERTM

Wireless system interface - featuring digital 
drill plans and plods via Minnovare CORE; 

Digi-Plan and Digi-Plod modules - no more 
time consuming, unreliable paper system:  
Access real-time drill data right across your 
operation;

Integrates seamlessly with your rig and 
mine planning / drill and blast software - 
for direct import and export of drilling data; 

Low maintenance system. 24hr global 
support team on-hand.

Take Control of Your Drilling Data

Highly accurate and applicable for use on ALL production drill-rig makes and 
models, operating in either narrow vein or large stope mines. 

Reduce Collar Deviation

The Production Optimizer 
system delivers superior setup 
accuracy at the collar - the 
primary cause of blast-hole 
deviation;

Substantially increases the 
number of holes drilled to within 
tolerance at the toe;

Works independently of laser-
line, leveling and other on-board 
rig alignment systems;

Smart Collar; automatically 
recalculates holes with 
obstructed collars.

Achieve Optimum Blasts

Reduce dilution;

Improve fragmentation, limit 
over-break and under-break;

Reduce associated operating 
costs (milling, mucking, 
haulage, downtime and 
secondary drill and blast);

Increase ore recovery,  
profitability and net present 
value (NPV);

Low cost of implementation, 
minimal training and setup 
required.

Primary Features & Benefits

Features Summary / Technical Specifications

Drill faster, cheaper, more accurately.



CASE STUDY: EVOLUTION MINING
CRACOW GOLD MINE is an underground operation located 500km North-West of Brisbane, Queensland.  
Due to ongoing issues with blast-hole deviation, dilution and downtime, Minnovare’s Production OptimizerTM system was 
implemented at Cracow in early 2018.  During the following six months, deviation and dilution were substantially reduced. 
Phil Jones - Technical Services Superintendent at Cracow, talks us through the case study.   

Phil Jones: “Production drill hole 
deviation has been an ongoing issue 
at Cracow for some time. Whilst some 
deviation is expected, inaccurate 
drilling was resulting in a number 
of issues within the stopes, namely 
dilution and rework due to bridges. 
This problem has been exacerbated 
in recent years due to the decreasing 
width of ore bodies being mined, 
where the majority of issues with 
stope performance have been 
encountered. Production drill hole 
deviation has been attributable to a 
number of factors including; an aging 
drill fleet (and associated issues with 
the on-board inclinometers), poor 
ground conditions, inexperienced 
operators and perceived pressure to 
meet production targets.  A drill hole 
study was undertaken in late 2016/
early 2017 to help quantify the extent 
of the issue.  Of the 250 pre-drilled
 

LOCATION: Queensland, Australia

YEAR: 2018 

INDUSTRY: Underground Mining

CLIENT: Evolution Mining

SITE: Cracow Gold Mine

FOCUS: Long-Hole Production Drilling

RIG TYPE:  Floating Boom

SOLUTION: Production Optimizer                                                     
           System

After the first six months, stopes   
drilled using the Production OptimizerTM 
system recorded 62% less average 
dilution, compared to stopes drilled 
using the existing process (11.7% versus  
29.8% respectively).

Applied to full year FY17 data, that’s the  
equivalent of $5.75M USD additional ore 
recovered, with $3.15M USD less spent 
on costs associated with dilution.
  
Phil Jones, Technical Services Superintendent. 
Cracow Gold Mine, Evolution Mining.

holes (collars and breakthroughs 
surveyed) across various ore bodies, 
26% deviated greater than +/-
400mm at the toe (official tolerance 
was +/-300mm).  Feedback from 
drillers was that they had virtually 
no confidence in the rig’s on-board 
digital inclinometer. Issues around 
recalibration, cost of spares and 
limited support meant the drillers 
were relying mostly on hand-
clinometers to check the angle of 
each hole. Issues with this process 
in terms of hole accuracy and lost 
productivity (downtime) resulted 
in a high level of frustration for the 
drillers, who were often rushing to 
get on and off the drill rig.  
During this time a driller suffered an 
MTI (medical treatment injury) after 
rolling his ankle. It was during this 
period that initial contact was made 
with Minnovare to discuss their 
Production Optimizer system.”

ISSUES IDENTIFIED ON SITE: 



A comprehensive free whitepaper co-authored by Phil Jones at Evolution 
Mining is available via the Minnovare website.

Like more information on this Case Study?

DOWNLOAD WHITEPAPER
Click here to go to our website 

www.minnovare.com
Drill faster, cheaper, more accurately.

“Based on the findings of the stope performance study when applied an equivalent 
reduction in dilution across FY17’s full year production data.  What it showed as  
that, all things being equal, an additional $5.75M USD would be recovered with  
$3.15M USD less spent on cost associated with dilution (haulage and processing). 
Return per tonne would increase 22%.  Significantly for mine management and 
planning is the increase in accuracy and reliability the Production Optimizer   
provides.  Budget dilution going forward at Cracow has since been lowered to 
approximately 10% in FY19, with new modifications to the mining method aimed at 
delivering further efficiencies.”
A comprehensive free Whitepaper co-authored by Evolution Mining is also 
available from Minnovare which provides further detail on this case study.

IMPLICATIONS & FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS: 
Working in close collaboration with 
Evolution, Minnovare implemented 
the Production Optimizer system 
at Cracow, running two long-hole 
production rigs. The technology works 
independently of the rig’s on-board 
systems to deliver greater accuracy, 
speed and reliability in rig setup.        
All setups are conducted from the 
safety of the rig cabin.  

THE SOLUTION: 

160% INCREASE
IN BLAST-HOLE
 ACCURACY AT 

BREAKTHROUGH

$3.15M AUD 
LESS SPENT ON

DILUTION*

*PREDICTED BASED ON
FY17 DATA

REDUCTION IN DILUTION AND IMPROVED 
DRILLING ACCURACY/RELIABILITY

= BETTER MINE PLANNING & FORECASTING
= BETTER BLASTING OUTCOMES 

TM

OPTIMIZER

REDUCED BLAST-
HOLE DEVIATION  

(IMPROVED
ACCURACY)

= OPTIMAL BLASTS
= REDUCED 
   DILUTION

= INCREASED ORE
RECOVERY

$5.75M AUD 
ADDITIONAL ORE 

RECOVERED*

*PREDICTED BASED ON
FY17 DATA

62% REDUCTION
IN DILUTION*

*IN STOPES DRILLED 
USING THE PRODUCTION

OPTIMIZER

THE RESULTS: 
“A series of 61 holes were drilled 
using the Production Optimizer. Each 
hole was then down-hole surveyed 
to determine its actual position.  
Compared to historical drilling data 
using the existing process the results 
indicated a 160% improvement in 
overall drilling accuracy, with 52% of 
holes drilled to within 2%  (+/-300mm) 
tolerance at the toe/breakthrough.  
“In the first six months following the 
implementation, a detailed stope 
performance study was undertaken 
on 28 stopes, representing 20% of the 
total tonnes mined during FY18.  Of 
the 28, 11 stopes were drilled using 
the existing process and 17 drilled 
using the Production Optimizer.  The 
results showed an average dilution 
of 29.8% for all stopes drilled with the 
existing process, versus 11.7% for all 
stopes drilled with the Production 
Optimizer - a 62.6% overall reduction.  
“Also significant was the variation 
in dilution across individual stopes. 
Looking at all stopes drilled using 
the existing process, the standard 
deviation in dilution was 18.6%, versus 
5.8% using the Production Optimizer.  
The maximum dilution recorded on 
a single stope was 72.4% and 27.6% 
respectively.

http://www.minnovare.com/news/cracow-whitepaper/
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